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Abstract—Recent research has been very attentive to the examination of learners’ behavioural patterns of using learning management systems (LMS), but these studies seldom address the diversity in the LMS usage behaviours of teachers. This study aimed to discover the behavioural patterns of university instructors regarding the use of an LMS by using sequential and clustering analysis techniques. The usage behaviours of 268 teachers at a public university in China were extracted from the Blackboard platform over the course of one semester. These behaviours were classified according to five different LMS behavioural types: (1) course and content; (2) assignment; (3) communication and collaboration; (4) assessment; and (5) administration. The results indicated that the most frequent teachers’ LMS usage behaviour was course and content followed by assessment and administration. The results of the sequential analysis indicated that most of the instructors are used to adopting communication and collaboration and assignment when they finish using course and content. In addition, three distinct usage behavioural pattern subgroups were named as teachers preferred assessment, teachers of regular use, and teachers of less use. Implications of these findings are discussed in the light of the university teachers’ behavioural patterns toward using the LMS.
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1 Introduction

Learning management systems (LMS), such as Blackboard or Moodle, have been adopted by higher education institutions worldwide and are considered to enhance new paradigms of both online and blended learning mode delivery [1]. These LMS platforms offer a variety of instructional services, which have the capabilities of supporting one or more specific teaching tasks [2]. For instance, teachers can upload...
teaching materials, prepare assessments or quizzes and learning assignments, and track or supervise students’ online learning progress as a whole [3]. In the meantime, all usage behaviours of teachers are also recorded in LMS’s database logs.

With the rapid advancement of data mining techniques, researchers can carry out user behavioural pattern mining to discover the valuable information extracted from large volumes of the LMS datasets [4-6]. For example, Munoz-Organero et al. [7] analyzed LMS usage behavioural patterns of 180 students at six different universities and concluded that their behavioural patterns regarding content reading, forum participation, and profile updating positively correlated with learning motivations and validated that these behavioural patterns can be used to predict motivation deficits. Lu & Law [8] analyzed Moodle logs to investigate students’ collaborative knowledge construction and peer assessment and found that students demonstrated more behavioural patterns, such as Wiki editing and grade and comment submission, rather than focusing on learning tasks and feedback of peers. Lust et al. [9] observed ways that undergraduates vary in their tool-use within an online course in LMS by cluster analysis, while Yin et al. [10] employed a progressive sequencing behavioural analysis to explore and infer graduate students’ reading behavioural patterns in a web-based digital textbook learning system.

Most of these previous studies focused mainly on students’ LMS behavioural analysis [3,6,11,12]. However, relatively little attention has been paid to investigating teachers’ behaviours toward LMS usage [2] or to explore their LMS behavioural patterns in higher institutions. Using the data mining technique to help understand how university teachers use LMSs and their behavioural patterns could provide us with valuable information. This information could be used to enhance the instructional design and offer meaningful insights for researchers and educational institutions to develop appropriate instructional support. Accordingly, this study attempted to explore university teachers’ LMS usage and examine their behavioural patterns toward LMS adoption. Both sequential and cluster analysis approaches were applied in this study to investigate the sequence of LMS usage exhibited by university teachers, explore the differential characteristics behind teachers’ adoption behaviours by clustering in addition to seeking to examine the similarities and differences between different behavioural clusters. To achieve the purpose of the study, the four research questions were asked:

RQ1: What are the frequency and distribution of teachers’ behaviours toward LMS usage?

RQ2: What are the overall sequential patterns toward the LMS usage displayed by teachers?

RQ3: How could distinct behavioural clusters be found based on similar teacher behavioural distributions toward LMS usage?

RQ4: What are the differences and similarities in sequential behavioural patterns among the distinct clusters?
2 Literature Review

2.1 Teachers’ adoption of LMS

Recently, many higher education institutions have established commercial (such as Blackboard) or open-source code (such as Moodle) learning management systems to assist teachers to carry out several specific instructional tasks. West et al. [13] pointed out that teachers utilizing either the LMS functionalities or toolset may depend upon individual levels (such as competencies or attitudes) or external conditions (such as instructional goals, institutional policies, or organizational need). In contrast, Comas-Quinn [14] reported that teachers typically use LMS tools that mimic to their conventional teaching practices in a web-based setting. Several previous studies pointed out a similar usage behaviour regarding the use of LMS; in general, instructors demonstrated a higher distribution frequency for the arranging online teaching materials and less for communication with students and online assessment or collaborative learning [1]. Park et al. [15] analyzed 612 blended courses in a Korean University based on the activity data on LMS platform, and they found that a considerable variation existed among Korean university teachers despite demonstrating low LMS usage [16]. Four different teacher subtypes were summarized: inactive or immature; communication or collaboration; delivery or discussion, and sharing or submission. Chow et al. [1] adopted a Rasch analysis approach for the examination of teacher LMS usage behaviour logs by understanding the difference between teachers who have completed the training and those who have not. They found that teachers who attend LMS training workshops have higher levels of LMS operation compared to untrained teachers. In particular, trained teachers appeared to make comparatively more use of “grade centre” and of “assessment tool” but much less use of “content” in their teaching than did teachers who did not attend training.

2.2 Behavioural patterns by sequence analysis

Sequential pattern mining may be used to analyze frequently occurring events, such as those concerning time or other parameters. Briefly, given a collection of sequences, frequent subsequences can be identified in the sense that the frequency of such subsequences among data sequences exceeds user-specific minimum support [17]. For example, Wu et al. [18] used a sequential analysis to explore learning patterns, cognitive processing, and knowledge creation in an interactive concept mapping online discussion environment. Sun et al. [19] investigated students’ learning behaviours and their learning achievements with different flow experiences in the educational game activity by using lag sequential analysis. They found that students in flow had more discussions with peers, and bored students repeatedly solved the problems until they succeeded in finding a solution. Students with anxiety were used to obtaining help from materials or peers but rarely showed the verifying information behaviour patterns after obtaining help. Hsu [20] employed a lag-sequential analysis to investigate 81 college students’ behaviours toward employing three instant interactive
mobile applications (LINE, PAL+, and SpeakUP!) for learning interactions in the flipped classroom. In this study, the teacher behavioural sequence is considered as the ordered set of teacher operation actions within the LMS. For example, teachers might upload teaching content and then set online assessment or perform to interact with students and then to admin or manage other teaching tasks by LMSs.

2.3 Behavioural patterns by cluster analysis

Cluster pattern analysis is a multivariate statistical technique for partitioning data in such a way that objects in given group characteristics are similar to each other and distinct from other groups [21]. It has been used in past research to find out subgroups of similar behavioural patterns [22,23]. For instance, Cerezo et al. [4] extracted Moodle logs and used k-means clustering to examine students’ learning behavioural patterns with respect to three different types of contents: theoretical content; practical tasks; and discussion forums. Li and Tsai [24] used a two-step clustering approach to investigate students’ behaviours of using LMS and found three different behavioural use patterns (consistent, slide intensive, and less) that correlated with motivation and learning performance. Codish et al. [25] proposed a behavioural pattern detection to discover, distinguish, and cluster students’ usage patterns from LMS. They found five key behavioural patterns involving content contribution, content reading, badge collection, knowledge point collection, and social networking in students’ behaviours while using LMSs. Apparently, although there are many cases that cluster students’ behavioural patterns, less are concerned with teachers’ adoption behaviours. Hence, we wanted to explore whether there are distinctive behavioural teacher subgroups that could be identified according to clustering their LMS adoption behaviours.

3 Methodology

The research context is a public university in an eastern Chinese coastal province. This university has used the Blackboard platform as a learning management system since 2017 to enhance instructional tasks. Instructors could upload course materials, set assignments, tests/quiz, or initiate online discussions to facilitate student interaction. The Blackboard database included the profile of registered teachers, function operation frequencies, and log-data related to the page visiting and other usage records of each teacher of a specific course. In this study, the range of datasets containing the teacher operation behaviour logs from August 2018 to January 2019 was used for behavioural analysis.

3.1 Data extraction

In the preliminary examination, registered information and usage behaviour records from approximately 689 instructors were stored in Blackboard. De-identification process was done to prevent possible ethical problems. A total of 405 teacher cases were removed because they were only registered but showed almost no use of LMS.
tools. Sixteen teacher cases were removed as outliers according to the standard operating ratio ($|Z|$ exceeds 3) as described by Shiffler [26]. After deducting the appropriate sample of teachers and eliminating missing values, a sample of 268 teachers covering 34,561 usage behaviours were marked to be analysed in this study.

3.2 Data coding

In this study, we referred to a conceptual LMS framework proposed by Dabbagh & Bannan-Ritland [27] in which four categories are defined: (1) content creation and delivery tools; (2) collaborative and communication tools; (3) assessment tools; (4) administrative tools. We then readjusted teachers’ operation categories regarding LMS usage, and coded behaviours of teachers’ adoption of LMS into five different usage categories: (1) Course and Content (T1); (2) Assignment (T2); (3) Communication and Collaboration (T3); (4) Assessment (T4); and (5) Administration (T5), as shown in Table 1. In the process of data encoding, some easy-to-identify usage behaviours according to the system modules (such as grade centre, e-mail, course, etc.) in the LMS database are marked, while the unclear use operation records in the system logs are reconfirmed and analysed. To test the reliability of the data coding, all coded records were double-checked by two graduate students who majored in educational technology and received the same code-related training. The inter-coder reliability was 0.989 ($p < .001$), which demonstrated that the scheme coding was reasonable and credible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Tool category</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Course and Content</td>
<td>Create course content, announcements, syllabus, introduction, videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Create assignments, tasks, quizzes, exercises, tests, surveys, questions, homework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Communication and Collaboration</td>
<td>Use Ding talk, email, logs, discussion forums, blogs, Wiki, groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td>Use grade, grade indicator boards, grade centre, self-evaluation, and mutual-evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Use class management, data management, contacts, teaching calendar, course report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Analytical method used

In this study, several statistical and data mining approaches were conducted to investigate distribution and changes in teachers’ use of LMS:
1. Frequency statistics were used to estimate the frequency and monthly distribution of teacher behaviours regarding the use of LMS.
2. The lag sequential analysis was used to examine whether the teachers’ specific operational behaviour followed by another specific behaviour in time can reach statistical significance.
3. A two-stage cluster analysis was performed to explore distinct teacher subgroups by forming sub-groups of similar behavioural patterns. First, the optimum number of clustering teacher behavioural patterns based on the hierarchical clustering was calculated, and the resulting number of clusters was then used for the k-means clustering analysis.
4. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to investigate whether there were major variations in teacher behavioural patterns in LMS use across the distinct subgroups.

4 Result

4.1 Behaviour frequency analysis

The distribution trend diagram of the frequency regarding teachers’ LMS usage behaviours is shown in Figure 1. There were 34,561 LMS adoption behaviours involving 268 teachers who were divided into five different behavioural types. The results showed that the primary behaviours of teachers’ use of Blackboard consisted: (1) course and content (T1, 43.98%); (2) assessment (T4, 22.63%); (3) administration (T5, 14.05%); (4) communication and collaboration (T3, 11.21%); and (5) assignment (T2, 8.13%).

Fig. 1. Distribution of the descriptive frequency analysis of five behavioral types
4.2 Sequential analysis

A sequential frequency transfer matrix [28] was conducted to examine the significance of each sequence for teachers’ behaviour toward using Blackboard. As shown in Table 2, the rows represent the former teacher behaviours, and the columns represent the latter ones. To determine the significance level of the behavioural sequences, the z score of sequential analysis was used to explain whether there is a relevant association between behaviours. The z-scores of each sequence obtained were $>1.96 (p<.05)$, thus representing a statistically significant behavioural sequence that occurred [28]. The sequence transition diagram is drawn in Figure 2 in which the arrow indicates the direction of a shift that reflects a significant sequence in which one behavioural category is followed by another one. The grayscale of the node represents the frequency percentage of one behaviour in all behaviours (nodes labelled with various shades of grey; the darker the colour of the node indicates more frequent use of this type of behavioural category). The direction of the arrow represents the order of the behavioural sequence, while the numbers on the line represent the significance (z-score) of behavioural transitions. It should be noted that continuous or repeated operational behaviours for each behavioural type (such as T1→T1) were ignored in this study.

Table 2. The adjusted residual for all teacher behaviors toward the use of Blackboard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>11.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5.04</td>
<td>-7.26</td>
<td>-6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>23.88</td>
<td>-5.39</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5.84</td>
<td>-3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>-5.21</td>
<td>-4.06</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-8.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>20.32</td>
<td>-5.39</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Distribution of the descriptive frequency analysis of five behavioural types
According to calculations, the results of eight significant sequences of teacher operations regarding Blackboard yielded a specific sequence in which $T_1 \rightarrow T_2$, $T_2 \rightarrow T_1$, $T_1 \rightarrow T_3$, $T_3 \rightarrow T_1$, $T_4 \rightarrow T_1$, $T_1 \rightarrow T_5$, $T_5 \rightarrow T_1$, and $T_5 \rightarrow T_3$. There was an obvious behavioural transition between $T_1$ and $T_3$ ($T_1 \rightarrow T_3, 16.41; T_3 \rightarrow T_1, 23.88$) followed by the behavioural transition between $T_1$ and $T_2$ ($T_1 \rightarrow T_2, 12.49; T_2 \rightarrow T_1, 21.65$), indicating that the behavioural transition which using the communication and collaboration and assignment after using course and content reached statistical significance, and vice versa. Most of the teachers’ operational behaviours revolved around course and content ($T_1$). No matter what the behaviour change, the behaviour was transformed into other behavioural types through course and content. Unexpectedly, there was no obvious behavioural transition from course and content ($T_1$) to assessment ($T_4$) although the proportion of assessment was not too low (22.63%). Another interesting finding is the transition from administration to communication and collaboration in which there were fewer connections between these two functions according to our coding scheme.

4.3 Cluster analysis

A two-stage cluster analysis was performed for teacher usage behavioural pattern classification after standardization with a vector of five behaviours. First, the optimal number and centroids of clusters were found by hierarchical clustering and then as inputs for conducting the k-means analysis. We refer to three criteria proposed by Gore et al. [29]: (1) meaningful group formation; parsimony examination; and an explanatory power $> 50\%$ of the explained variance for the five types of LMS usage behaviour. Accordingly, on the basis of these criteria, which require the most parsimony of classifications with apparent distinctions, the three-cluster solution was determined in the first stage, and three was the k value stated in the k-means analysis. A one-way ANOVA was performed to examine inter-cluster variations in behavioural patterns of LMS use among these clusters. Levene’s test was used for all five LMS usage types, and the data violated homogeneity of variance assumption ($p < .05$). The Welch F-ratio was therefore used to adjust for heterogeneity of within-group variance. In addition, the Games–Howell approach was used for post-hoc comparisons. The findings shown in Table 3 indicate that three subgroups differed significantly for each of five types: course and content, Welch’s $F(2, 18.67) = 149.36, p < .001, \omega^2 = .723$; assignment, Welch’s $F(2, 18.59) = 12.19, p < .001, \omega^2 = .219$; communication and collaboration, Welch’s $F(2, 19.83) = 7.64, p < .001, \omega^2 = .123$; assessment, Welch’s $F(2, 18.73) = 60.64, p < .01, \omega^2 = .724$; administration, Welch’s $F(2, 18.82) = 20.12, p < .001, \omega^2 = .267$. The three subgroups showed distinctive features in teacher usage behavioural pattern composition. The discriminant validation was conducted with the five behaviours of LMS adoption as the predictors and the three subgroups from the cluster analysis as the dependent variables. The discriminant function was successful in predicting group membership for 99.2% of the cases with accurate placement at 100.0% for cluster 1, 98.1% for cluster 2, and 99.5% for cluster 3. The findings confirmed the three-cluster solution obtained from the cluster analysis.
Table 3. ANOVA results and a comparison among the three clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Total average n=268, M(SD)</th>
<th>Cluster 1 n=9, M(SD)</th>
<th>Cluster 2 n=52, M(SD)</th>
<th>Cluster 3 n=207, M(SD)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Partial η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>56.06 (80.71)</td>
<td>143.44 (115.38)</td>
<td>188.06 (69.21)</td>
<td>19.11 (25.22)</td>
<td>149.36**</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>11.26 (29.70)</td>
<td>41.33 (52.04)</td>
<td>36.00 (50.78)</td>
<td>3.74 (12.21)</td>
<td>12.19**</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>14.43 (42.22)</td>
<td>23.11 (27.13)</td>
<td>43.90 (73.30)</td>
<td>6.65 (25.84)</td>
<td>7.64**</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>29.18 (83.42)</td>
<td>401.89 (110.50)</td>
<td>44.58 (69.35)</td>
<td>9.11 (28.65)</td>
<td>60.64**</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>18.02 (31.22)</td>
<td>51.44 (51.61)</td>
<td>46.96 (44.24)</td>
<td>9.29 (18.39)</td>
<td>20.12**</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ** means p < .01
a Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 1.
b Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 2.
c Statistically significant in comparison to cluster 3.

4.4 Characteristic of behavioural patterns among three sub-clusters

A radar chart (see Figure 3) was drawn to display the identifiable distributions of the five types of use of LMS in which each spoke represents one of the quantitative variables via z-score transformation. As a result, all of five usage types were on the same metric, and each would demonstrate equally to the formation of the clusters. The red dotted line was used to represent the average value for the LMS usage of the entire teacher sample, and the other solid lines were used to represent the specific clusters in each category of LMS usage. The behavioural features of each cluster were defined and described in the following section.

![Fig. 3. Usage behavioural patterns of each cluster](image)

Note. The red dashed line reflects the mean z-scores of the entire sample. Solid lines correspond to the mean z-scores among different clusters.

Cluster 1 (n = 9, 3.36%) showed the smallest number of teachers among three groups and demonstrated the highest amount of usage involving assessment (401.89),
assignment (41.33), and administration (51.44) compared to the other two clusters. All types toward LMS usage in this cluster are higher than the overall averages (143.44, 41.33, 23.11, 401.89, and 51.44 versus 56.06, 11.26, 14.43, 29.18, and 18.02, respectively). The usage rates in the category of assessment is much higher than in other categories. Thus, this cluster was labelled “teachers preferred assessment”.

Cluster 2 included fifty-two teachers (19.40% of the samples). This cluster had the highest scores with regard to the course and content (188.06) and communication and cooperation (43.90) compared to the other two clusters. Each score for LMS usage for each type, were greater than their respective overall averages (19.11, 3.74, 6.65, 9.11, and 9.29 versus 56.06, 11.26, 14.43, 29.18, and 18.02, respectively). Thus, cluster 2 was labelled “teachers of regular use”.

The third cluster was the largest within the three groups and contained two hundred and seven teachers (77.24% of the samples). Teachers in this cluster had the lowest LMS usage with regard to the course and content (19.11), assignment (3.74), communication and cooperation (6.65), assessment (9.11), and administration (9.29) as compared to other two clusters. Thus, we labelled this group “teachers of less use”.

4.5 Comparision of behavioural sequences among three sub-clusters

A frequency transition table is shown in Table 4. The table indicates that the statistically significant behavioural sequences (the z-score was determined to reflect the frequency of each behavioural type immediately after another behavioural type) regarding five LMS operation types among each cluster. The LMS types were converted into the behaviour-transfer diagrams (nodes and lines marked with different grey colours on which the black colour means a higher frequency) as presented in Figure 4. To further compare the behavioural diagram among three clusters, we found some similar behaviour sequences, for example, T1↔T2, T3→T1, and T1→T5 existed in all three groups. On the other hand, cluster 1 (teachers preferred assessment) was observed to have two obvious bi-directional behavioural sequence transitions in which one was between T1 and T2 (7.98 and 3.95), and the other was between T1 and T4 (5.71 and 8.74). Cluster 2 (teachers of regular use) was observed to have much more significant behavioural sequence transitions between T1 and T2 (10.96 and 10.68), T1 and T3 (13.44 and 20.62), and T1 and T5 (8.96 and 15.56), but there were no significant behaviour transitions between T1 and T4. Cluster 3 (teachers of less use) was observed to have two the most significant behavioural sequence transitions between T1 and T3 (10.58 and 12.19) and T1 and T5 (6.88 and 12.28). Moreover, there was some behavioural difference that exists between these three groups. Bidirectional sequences and (between T1 and T3 and T1 and T5) and a unidirectional sequence (T5 to T3) behaviours appeared in clusters 2 and 3 but only revealed a unidirectional sequence from T3 to T1 and T1 to T5 in cluster 1. In other words, a bidirectional behaviour (T1↔T4) occurred in cluster 1, but only a unidirectional sequence (T4 to T1) or no behavioural sequence appeared in cluster 3 or 2.
Table 4. Frequency transition of the three sub-clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cluster 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.96*</td>
<td>13.44*</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>8.96*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>19.68*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.95</td>
<td>-6.13</td>
<td>-4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>20.62*</td>
<td>-4.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4.48</td>
<td>-3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>-5.07</td>
<td>-4.48</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>15.56*</td>
<td>-4.36</td>
<td>2.71*</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cluster 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.98*</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>5.71*</td>
<td>2.18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>3.95*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.36</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>4.45*</td>
<td>-2.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.87</td>
<td>-3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>8.74*</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>-1.86</td>
<td>2.43*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cluster 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.54*</td>
<td>10.58*</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>6.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>9.78*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-3.58</td>
<td>-4.70</td>
<td>-3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>12.19*</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.61</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>2.05*</td>
<td>-3.58</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>14.28*</td>
<td>-2.77</td>
<td>3.02*</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05

Fig. 4. Behavioural transfer diagram of the behavioural sequence patterns among different teacher clusters

5 Discussion

In this semester-long observational study, we conducted a sequential and cluster analysis in order to understand teacher behavioural patterns toward using an LMS.

To answer RQ1. It was observed that teachers had the highest usage in course and content and lowest usage in assignment. The results revealed that the LMS usage
behaviour of university teachers were primarily confined to creating or uploading instructional materials or course content for students to access or download. This finding is consistent with prior studies involving LMS utilization in which teachers mostly focused on content editing or materials production compared to others [1,30]. Macfadyen and Dawson [31] also pointed out that teachers usually had a higher percentage with respect to the use of content and announcements or assessment (only quizzes) LMS tools because they are given less effort or time to operate these tools. Chow et al. [2] also argued that teachers were generally used to use LMS tools such as Content, Announcement, and Discussion Board for their instruction and less likely to use tools such as Wikis, ‘Message, Collaboration, Journal and Blog, and Tasks. Additionally, some researchers mentioned that when instructors prepare the teaching content in the LMS platforms, they almost only use basic LMS functions, for example, posting their syllabuses and uploading lecture notes [32]. Moreover, viewing the frequency changes, the teacher assessment behaviour tended to increase month by month. The reason may be due to the proximity to the semester’s final exam, which increases the number of times teachers used assessment. However, despite the advantages brought about by the LMS use that could promote e-instruction, the overall proportions of LMS usage are still low among teacher participants in this study. The reason for this result may be teachers’ attitude toward using LMS [33] in which most teachers may consider using LMS for teaching as a supplementary or alternative to classroom teaching or due to barriers, such as fear and concerns when adopting LMSs [34].

For RQ2. To observe teacher behavioural sequence changes among five different Blackboard usage types (see arrow directions), a significant two-way behavioural sequence pattern between course and content and assignment (T1↔T2), course and content and communication and collaboration (T1↔T3), or course and content and administration (T1↔T5) was noted, while a unidirectional sequence pattern from assessment to course and content (T4→T1) and from administration to communication and collaboration (T5→T3) existed. It is thought that teachers tend to use the Blackboard platform to deal with teaching materials than carry out different tasks, such as assignments, communication and collaboration, and administration, and vice versa. In particular, by comparing the frequency of behavioural sequence, the most frequent sequence behaviour was from communication and collaboration (T3) to course and content (T1) followed by assignment (T2) to course and content (T1). It is worth noting that teacher assessment (T4) behaviour appeared at a higher frequency than assignment, communication and collaboration, and administration but only showed a lower one-way behavioural transition (assessment to course and content [T4 →T1]). We speculated that teachers were used to performing assessments as the end of their Blackboard adoption or used assessment individually in their teaching process. Besides, we found that some tedious, repetitive operation behaviours appeared in some specific LMS functional modules. This finding may imply that teachers may not have been quite familiar with the use of the Blackboard toolsets when they performed some teaching tasks. This result is consistent with results from Chow et al. [2], indicating that trained teachers versus untrained teachers represented more behaviours in operating various LMS functions. The research of [35] also showed low participation
of usage in LMS for Taiwanese university professors because they might have been fearful of technology or had less time.

For RQ3. From a more detailed perspective by cluster analysis, we could understand the behavioural usage distributions for different teacher sub-clusters and could identify the unique behavioural characteristics of each cluster. Three distinct clusters with the different behavioural distribution were defined as “teachers preferred assessment,” “teachers of regular use,” and “teachers of less use.” A few teachers belonged to the “teachers preferred assessment” cluster, and these teachers had higher levels of five behavioural usage types than the average in all of these and demonstrated the highest proportion of assessment. The behavioural pattern of this cluster is in line with a previous investigation of 800 instructors in 35 institutions using the Blackboard platform, indicating few teachers use the LMS tools to assess students or improve the community [36]. The “teachers of regular use” cluster showed regular LMS usage toward Blackboard and had a higher usage frequency than the average level. Moreover, they showed the highest frequency in course and content and communication and collaboration among the three clusters. The cluster “teachers of less use” covered the majority of teachers with the lowest LMS usage among three clusters. Our findings were line with Schoonenboom’s research [1], speculating that most teachers may not be familiar with the use of LMS for instructional tasks. Zanjani et al. [37] also noted that the teachers’ awareness of the LMS functions might affect their involvement in the use of the LMSs. Despite use or adoption of LMS, the use may be affected by many individual factors, such as instructors’ attitudes, beliefs, teaching philosophies and habits, capabilities, or participation in activities in addition to preparing appropriate teaching tasks and assessment procedures [38].

For RQ4. Three similar LMS usage behavioural sequences among three clusters occurred, which were between course and content and assignment (T1 ↔ T2), communication and collaboration to course and content (T3 ↔ T1), and course and content to administration (T1 → T5). This finding indicated that teachers in three groups tended to repeatedly prepare assignment immediately after they conducted course and content, or they carried out course and content after performing assignment. Teachers in the three groups also tended to repeatedly perform communication and collaboration (T3) to course and content (T1) and course and content (T1) to administration (T5). The group “teachers of regular use” exhibited the most significant usage behavioural sequence from T3 to T1 followed by T1 to T2. This finding indicates that teachers may tend to perform course and content after prepared communication and collaboration, or to carry out assignment after dealing with course and content when they use Blackboard. For the cluster “teachers preferred assessment,” they demonstrated obvious LMS usage sequence behaviours focused on between course and content and assessment (T1 ↔ T4). Teachers in this cluster might be more used to preparing the assessment after finishing to perform course and content and vice versa. The group “teachers of less use” showed the more common sequence behaviour that is course and content ↔ assignment (T1 ↔ T2), course and content ↔ communication and collaboration (T1 ↔ T3), and course and content ↔ administration (T1 ↔ T5). Interestingly, a particular phenomenon is that the usage rate of assessment (tests, quizzes) is high, but there is no sequence behaviour connected with. In addition, administra-
tion to communication and collaboration (T5→T3) appeared only in the “teachers of regular use” and the “teachers of less frequent use” groups, demonstrating that these teachers display the sequencing behaviour significance of using administration to communication and collaboration while the “teachers of less frequent use” does not. Moreover, the group “teachers of less use” showed the highest behavioural sequence in which T5 to T1(14.28) was followed by T3 to T1 (12.19). This finding indicates that teachers in this cluster may have a higher tendency to operate course and content after finishing administration or communication and collaboration.

6 Conclusion

This study used sequential and cluster analyses in one institution of higher education to explore university teachers’ behavioural patterns regarding the adoption and use of Blackboard. The results showed that a majority of teachers prefer to adopt content and assessment when they used Blackboard as a learning management system in addition to demonstrating a higher behavioural transition between course and content and assignment or course and content and communication and collaboration. Most teachers could only use the assessment functions to conduct assessment tasks but rarely demonstrated other operational behaviours when using LMSs. Moreover, the three diverse teacher clusters were identified via two-stage clustering.

Overall, this study could enrich the empirical understanding of university teachers’ adoption behaviours of using an LMS and their behavioural patterns in higher education. Although some interesting findings are presented, there are several limitations to this study. For instance, the study participants were from one participating university, which could affect the representativeness of the sample and results generalization. Future research could further elaborate on these preliminary results by conducting a longitudinal study with more and different universities to examine teachers’ behavioural patterns under varied mining analytical methods. Besides, this study only explored teacher behavioural patterns from the perspective of external behaviour and did not probe the underlying psychological factors which shape these behaviours. Teachers exhibited different LMS usage behaviours that might link to individual differences, or dominated by instructional purposes, preferences, and even information and communication technology (ICT) perceptions. Future research can explore the factors described above to gain a more comprehensive understanding of teachers’ behaviours of adopting LMSs.
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